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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Those of you who are pilots have probably run into the word “fumes” primarily in your SOF check list, which INCLUDES the word “fumes” but I’m told is TYPICALLY used to respond to visible smoke or fire. Using it for “just a bad odor” – fumes – is, from what I understand, a little more in the grey zone.And the airlines do a great job when it comes to preparing crews and mechanics to respond to fire and smoke – aircraft are equipped with smoke detectors, everyone who flies knows not to smoke or pack certain batteries. And crews and mechanics get suitable training. 



Filtration 2012 3

Presenter
Presentation Notes
And I expect the pilots and mechanics, especially, in this room are ALSO familiar with various OTHER sources of smoke and fumes onboard that have NOTHING to do with fire – and may or may not trigger the SOF check list. Things like exhaust, deicing fluid, and birds that are drawn into the cabin from outside. 
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• Engine oil and hydraulic fluid fumes can 
contaminate the ventilation air supply to the 
cabin and flight deck. Widely discussed for 
three reasons:  

1. They happen daily

2. They’re preventable. 

3. Can seriously compromise                               
flight safety/crew health. 

Another source of fumes/smoke worth 
knowing about

Presenter
Presentation Notes
But what crews and mechanics typically know LESS about is engine oil and hydraulic fluid fumes sourced to the BLEED air system – the ventilation air. This has received a LOT of attention from unions and workers comp carriers. And this is also widely  discussed within aviation industry task groups and committees for three reasons:  They happen daily – here in the US and globally. They’re preventable.And they can seriously compromise flight safety and occupant health. (Could I have a show of hands for anyone who has been in or heard of THESE types of fume events…?)I have assisted in many incidents where the crews describe an unusual odor which is later confirmed to be oil fumes in the bleed air stream - and they may feel unwell, and the pilots may don oxygen, and the flight may be diverted and met by paramedics, and the crew might go to hospital.  But there is no fire, no smoke. And even though this is a RECOGNIZED source of fumes with potential flight interruptions and S&H consequences, crews typically have NO formal training on how to recognize or respond to them. And mechanics’ training is minimal.



What I will cover today--

• What is a fume event?
• How often are they documented?
• Why do these events matter?
• Importance of airline worker training to 

mitigate and prevent exposure to fumes
• Proposal to incorporate a lecture on fume 

event education into some Embry-Riddle 
pilot and mechanic degree programs
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What is a fume event?
• Fume event is what happens when engine oil or 

hydraulic fluid fumes contaminate the 
ventilation air supplied to the cabin/flight deck 
through the vents (function of design and 
maintenance). 

• Not usually any visible signs – just a  “bad smell.”

6

Typical – no visible signs

Unusual – visible haze
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Here’s an example. This flight returned to base due to a “smoky, burning odor,” some of the crewmembers were sick, the airport FF boarded. And the airline later notified the FAA that the “burning odor” was oil fumes sourced to the APU.
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US airline 
reports to 

FAA 
2002-11 

(10 years)

https://www.mdpi.com/2226-4310/8/5/122

Presenter
Presentation Notes
You might think, well surely that type of example is the exception when it comes to onboard smoke and fumes, but in my review of 10 years’ worth of fume and smoke events that airlines reported to the FAA, the most COMMON source was electrical faults (37%) – but the SECOND most common was bleed air supply-sourced fumes – oil and hydraulic fluid (25%).

https://www.mdpi.com/2226-4310/8/5/122


Oil/hydraulic fumes: How often??
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• FAA-funded researchers published analysis of 
FAA, NTSB, NASA fume reporting databases

• US airlines report 5.4 bleed air events fleet-wide 
per day (on average);  0.22 events / 1,000 flights.

• FAA defn. “probable” failure = 1 / 100,000 flights

https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/25864418/

Presenter
Presentation Notes
And the answer to the question of how often this happens MATTERS because, if something is very rare (and, of course, also if the consequences are minimal), then maybe spending limited available training time on it is not justified. In 2015, researchers  mined FAA, NTSB, and NASA databases and found an average of 5.4 oil/hydraulic fluid fume events reported per DAY or 0.22 events per 1,000 flights on US-registered aircraft, given that there are about 24K such flights per day. So, not on every flight, but 20 times more frequently than what the FAA calls a “probable failure” (1 per 100,000 flights).Fume events happen often enough to justify education and training. 

https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/25864418/


Why do fume events matter?   
Flight safety

• When pilots are impaired or incapacitated 
inflight from breathing fumes, flight safety is 
compromised. 

• Potential for pilots to be impaired from 
breathing oil fumes has been documented 
since 1939. 

• Many air accident boards have investigated 
incidents of pilots breathing oil fumes 
inflight and issued recommendations.
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Anderson, 2021: https://www.mdpi.com/2226-4310/8/12/389
Loraine, 2019: https://zenodo.org/record/3605134/files/ACA2017_Loraine.pdf
Armstrong, 1939: http://ashsd.afacwa.org/docs/Armstrong1939.pdf

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The MAIN reason airline workers need to know about these fumes is flights safety. Because… (read).Air accident boards in 13 countries have investigated incidents of pilots breathing oil fumes and issued more than 50 recommendations SUCH AS mandatory sensors for fumes with flight deck indication, improved checklists, and crew training.

https://www.mdpi.com/2226-4310/8/12/389
https://zenodo.org/record/3605134/files/ACA2017_Loraine.pdf
http://ashsd.afacwa.org/docs/Armstrong1939.pdf


Why do fume events matter?
Crew health, loss of license

• For crews -- ill health, disability, reduced 
quality of life, PTSD from near misses, lost 
earnings; can lead to loss of license. 

• For airlines -- costs of medical care, lost work 
time, diversions, ground time, losing skilled 
employees and having to train new ones.
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Fume events also have health and financial implications.Crews in oil fume events typically report neurological symptoms (among other things), as compared to resp sx after inhaling HF fumes.I’ve listed some of the costs on this slide – both to crews and to airlines. And that’s an excerpt from a FAA letter to a pilot I worked with to tell him that he is medically disqualified from flying. (And I’m focusing on workers and airlines, but  fume events also impact pax, with the potential for ill health and reduced flight safety.)



How to stop fume events?
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Design changes –
non-bleed systems, 
bleed air filters, 
sensors, etc.

Preventative 
maintenance – train 
workers not to overfill 
oil and hydraulic 
reservoir, after an 
engine wash, clean the 
bleed air system prior to 
returning to service

Training/education – make sure crew and mx workers 
know how to recognize and respond to the presence of 
onboard fumes

Presenter
Presentation Notes
There is not just one answer to the question of how to stop fume events.Some design and maintenance changes have been proposed, some have been implemented, some are in process, but that work is slow. Something that could be done right away that does not require any technology and would cost little is to train airline workers to recognize, respond to, and report the presence of fumes sourced to the air supply system. 



Benefits of training pilots, 
mechanics on fume events

• Enable a quicker and more confident response 
from flight deck to mitigate exposure
– Better flight safety if pilots feel alert
– Fewer flight disruptions if pilots can respond to 

and control fumes promptly
– Better flight security if flight attendants feel alert
– Prevent more significant (and expensive) impacts 

like long-term sick time, loss of license  

• Enable a faster and more targeted/successful 
maintenance response

Presenter
Presentation Notes
And there are many benefits to training. (I’m not talking about FA training today b/c there isn’t relevant course content at ERAU.) But if you train pilots, they will be able to respond to fumes more quickly and effectively… (read list)If you also train mechanics, you can expect them to be able to protect themselves from exposure to fumes and more successfully identify and address the source of an event. 



International Civil Aviation Organization
(ICAO, 2015)

ICAO (2015) “Guidelines on education, training, and reporting practices related to fume 
events,” Circular 344-AN/202, International Civil Aviation Organization, Montreal, Canada 

Available for purchase 
online via 

https://www.icao.int

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This idea to train airline workers to recognize and respond to fume events isn’t new, but it was formalized by ICAO in 2015 with the publication of Circular 344. ICAO did this because they recognized the negative impact on flight safety when crews get sick inflight from breathing oil or hydraulic fumes. It provides a clear outline of how to educate and train pilots, CC, mechanics, and high-level management on how to recognize and respond to fume events, and how to report them. This is an excellent resource for airlines and regulators.

https://www.icao.int/


Available for 
purchase via

techstreet.com

Or search for: 
“read-only 
versions of 

ASHRAE 
standards”; 

Standard 161 
and Guideline 

28 – access 
without 
charge.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In 2018, the value of training workers on fume events, specifically per those ICAO guidelines, was also formally acknowledged in the ASHRAE aircraft air quality standard.

http://www.techstreet.com/


SAFO 18003
March 2018
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Available online via https://www.faa.gov

Presenter
Presentation Notes
That same year, the FAA issued a Safety alert for ops, recommending that airlines review and ensure suitably protective  procedures for addressing smoke and fumes. This included all kinds of smoke and fume events, including the types I’m talking about. 

https://www.faa.gov/


Inspired A4A Task Group: Developed airline worker 
training recommendations for fume events

• Written in response to SAFO 18003; ATA 
Specification 126 published on March 1, 2020

Available at no charge via:
https://publications.airlines.org/

Presenter
Presentation Notes
To their credit, two years later, directly in response to that SAFO, Airlines for America published this spec which guides airlines on how to address the spectrum of cabin air quality events, including oil and hydraulic fumes.But MOST airlines have not implemented this kind of training for crews and mechanics - and the FAA doesn’t require it. Alaska has pilot training on fumes – maybe since 2018? And FA training on fumes since 2020? In addition, Alaska had a CBT for FA on fume events – was good but one-and-done. Also, Alaska and Spirit have some training materials for FA on fume events and that is good, but it’s not standardized, and the scope is limited. 

https://publications.airlines.org/


AFA developed online flight attendant 
training to recognize/respond to fume 
events (2019)

Accessible to members via: http://afacwa.org/fumes-onboard

• Six modules; takes 
about 45 minutes 
to complete

• Interactive

• Includes written 
material, videos, 
quizzes 
throughout

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Given the limited voluntary airline training and absence of regulation on this, 

http://afacwa.org/fumes-onboard


Cabin Air Safety Act of 2022

If passed, would require annual training for 
crews, mechanics, and airport first responders 

to respond to and report fume events. 
19

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Earlier this year, Senator Blumenthal and Representative Garamendi introduced the Cabin Air Safety Act which, among other things, would require annual training for… (also FAA investigations, sensors). 



How about teaching fume event basics to 
undergrads?
• Mary O’Connor, PhD, REHS

– CAPT, U.S. Public Health Service; CDC/NIOSH
• Cynthia Pugh, PhD

– School of Graduate Studies, ERAU

• Eric Tellmann
– Captain at Spirit Airlines

• Judith Anderson, MSc CIH
– Industrial Hygienist
– Assoc. of Flight Attendants-CWA 

20

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In late 2021, Mary O’Connor, Captain with the US Public Health Service, completed her PhD at ER. Mary and airline captain Eric Tellmann, batted around an idea to develop a class for relevant ER undergraduates to raise awareness about fume events. I joined the team, along with Asst. Professor Pugh in the College of Aviation at ER.



Introduce class at aviation-focused schools
• Introducing material to pilots- and mechanics-in-

training is a small investment with the potentially for 
big dividends; “plants a seed” for their career. 

• Global student population (so a farther reach for the 
course materials);

• Suitable courses exist in the pilot/mechanic degree 
programs for one lecture of material to be added.  

• Because of aviation focus at these schools, potential 
to reach other students/professionals, too; e.g., 
lunch-time lecture, panel, update at NTAS, etc. 21

Presenter
Presentation Notes
To us, it makes sense to introduce a class at aviation-focused schools… (read) 



Our team’s vision
• Goal is to increase awareness, recognition, and prevention 

of fume events and to limit crew and passenger exposure to 
harmful fumes.

• EITHER one class added to existing course within ERAU’s 
Aeronautical Science and Aviation Maintenance (Science)
degree programs,  OR add content on different aspects of 
fume events into relevant courses .

• Excited to work with other aviation-specialty schools or 
training centers.

• Use ICAO Circular 344 (2015) as a framework for the class 
material; some segments common to both the pilot and 
mechanic cohorts; some segments tailored to the different 
and specialty roles of pilots, mechanics.
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Example of how education can help
• Jan. 19, 2017 -Mx documented oil in the APU; MELd APU 

and but didn’t clean ducting; released aircraft for service. 
• Jan. 20, 2017 - Captain on inbound flight  reported “dirty 

sock” fumes from the vents prior to departure and during 
descent.

• Jan. 21, 2017 - Captain Myers was asked to board and 
assist mx with troubleshooting engine runs (out-station; 
contract maintenance).  

• Oil fumes filled the flight deck;  he was taken off aircraft 
with seizures; developed long-term neurological 
disability, lost license to fly.

23

Presenter
Presentation Notes
List dates instead of two days before etc plus correct slide.
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• By design and as a function of maintenance 
practices, the air supplied to the cabin can be 
contaminated with oil and hydraulic fumes/smoke. 

• Important that pilots and mechanics know about 
this source of fumes and smoke so that they can 
recognize and respond promptly. 

• Team is developing a proposal to add one class to 
pilot and mechanic training degree programs at 
ERAU.

In summary



Thank you for your attention today -
Q&A time at the end of our panel. 
For more information, visit AFA’s 

“practical information” fume event website:
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www.afacwa.org/fumes-onboard
Meet our team! 

• Captain Mary O’Connor, PhD, REHS
• Captain Eric Tellmann
• Cynthia Pugh, PhD
• Judith Anderson, MSc CIH 

judith@AFAnet.org – 206-251-1203

http://www.afacwa.org/fumes-onboard
mailto:judith@AFAnet.org
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• A4A  (2020) “Recommended practices for addressing cabin air quality 
events,” ATA Specification 126, Airlines for America, Washington DC, 1 
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• Anderson, J (2021) “Sources of onboard fumes and smoke reported by US 
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The small print (references)
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